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There are a lot of beautiful and memorable places in Russia, covered with miths and legends but
my own little town of Gorokhovets is perhaps the most amazing one. Because of its ancient buildings,
picturesque position and architectural monuments it has no equal.
I am lucky to be born in this fairytale town.

Nobody will be indifferent to the unique combination of unity and greatness of manmade and nature’s
beauty, which attract tourists and travelers from the whole country.

My home-town is surrounded with miths and legends, which make it unique. The same can be said
about Puzhalova Gora which has its own legend. A long time ago the town was besieged but all of a
sudden the enemies saw a vision of a gigantic Russian warrior appeared over the hill. That scene
frightened the enemies and put them to flight.

Thanks to that the hill got its name ‘’Puzhalova’’. The new mountain skiing complex has the same
name. It is an ideal place for a family holiday, where we spend our weekends, getting unforgettable
pleasure. At present the slope in Gorokhovets is considered to be the best in the Central region for
training skiers and snowboarders. All fans of mountain-skiing and snowboarding have on opportunity
to enjoy active rest here.

After an active rest my family and I go to the café in a shape of ‘’a flying object’’, which is situated on the
top of the hill, where one can enjoy not only tasty dishes but admire splendid winter landscapes,
magnificent nature, the slope and an ancient Russian town. Tasty supper is a good ending of a day.

Unforgettable rest, incredible feelings make the tourists come to our town from differents corners of
our country. I am sure if you visit our town, you will keep warm feelings in your heart for always.

